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Welcome, aficionados of American History, apologies to non-fans of an American focus. Ethnocentric
myopia is however, built into this one. Aaron Burr's soul, recently interviewed here, was Vice President
during the subject's first presidential term.
Thomas Jefferson (1743-1826) was born in the colony of Virginia, became one of the founding fathers of
the United States and was the principal author of the Declaration of Independence. He was the 2nd Vice
President from 1797 to 1801 and the 3rd President, for two terms, 1801 to 1809. He oversaw the Louisiana
Purchase from France in 1803, a transaction by which the USA doubled its territory. A proponent of
democracy and individual rights, Jefferson motivated many American colonists to disavow Great Britain
and form the new nation. He founded the University of Virginia; numerous counties, roads and towns
across the USA are named for him. His image is on US currency, both coin and bill, and he is one of only
3 former presidents honored with a large memorial monument in the nation's capital city. His image is
also one of four former presidents carved onto the face of Mount Rushmore in the US state of South
Dakota.
I ask President Jefferson forward to address a reader's questions.
RQ1: As the body/mind of Thomas Jefferson, how closely did you stay to the life plan? What was the
percentage of "boxes checked"? Which was the largest of the achievements you accomplished and why
was it so significant?
TJ:
This depends upon your mathematical interpretation of close. I will say, I achieved more than
ninety percent of my objectives but a fair amount of latitude was designed in, this is not unusual for any
human, and during these periods of latitude, I chose from circumstances and opportunities present and
available.
The Louisiana Purchase, it doubled the nation's territory and set the table for expansion to the Pacific
Ocean.
RQ2: Was there any possibility in the Jefferson life plan to win the presidency in 1796 instead of John
Adams?
TJ:
No.
RQ3:
TJ:

What occurred to fracture your relationship and life plan to work with Aaron Burr?
His duel with Hamilton. Burr should have let Hamilton's words pass.

RQ4: How would your presidency have been different if Alexander Hamilton was not killed by Aaron
Burr and survived to counter you at every move? Any alterations that would be felt now, and would it
have been better or worse for the country?
TJ:
Burr would likely have remained as vice president for my second term and he would have
continued to be an effective counterforce to Hamilton. Hamilton tried to oppose my initiatives but was not
successful, and Burr was an effective counterforce. Hamilton's frustration led to his lies about Burr and
the remainder of that episode is well known. Hamilton had eyes upon the presidency and would have

attempted it, had he lived. He would not have been successful.
RQ5: How would you describe your soul-level relationships with the other founders (Washington,
Adams, Madison, Hamilton and Burr) both during that lifetime and since?
TJ:
There weren't soul level relationships when we were alive, although conferences of that nature
occurred, they were not material to our work, the United States or influences and events. Since our
passing and returns home, we have been more than satisfied at our successful implementation of our
plans. Key were our relationships as founders of the new nation.
RQ6: With the significant effects for humanity weighing on you founders of a new country, what sort of
pre-birth organization, planning and/or special training did you each undergo to prepare for your lives
as founding fathers?
TJ:
None, and this is similar to all souls. The life plan is designed but there is no training as humans
understand that. The role of guidance to ensure events are faced as scheduled falls to Guardian Angel
Guides, and follow through to the incarnated soul. Think f on the job training and orientation.
RQ7: With history showing a special relationship between Jefferson and Madison, to what extent did
that particular relationship come off as planned?
TJ:
Complete extent, and George Washington was the ringmaster leader of the trio Madison and I
rounded out.
RQ8: Might the relationship with Madison have been even more productive, and if so, what could have
occurred which would have made it more so? What current effects might have been noted had that come
to pass?
TJ:
No. It was as productive as possible and we together achieved what we wanted.

RQ9: At the time of the Jefferson life, as you lived it, how conscious were you of the importance of this
lifetime and the significance of the events in which you played a part?
TJ:
Very conscious. We knew we were breaking into a new thing history had not seen. We knew we
were marked men the day the King of England became aware we were declaring independence. We knew
we were doing something human history rarely sees yet we felt there was no choice. We had to do what
we did; continuance as British colonies was abhorrent.
RQ10: How did you so effectively obtain the guidance necessary to play the role you planned and
executed?
TJ:
I asked for it.
RQ11: Did you meditate or otherwise channel information from guidance?
TJ:
Yes, but I was not aware I was doing that. This is similar to many people.
RQ12: Were there other special qualities provided the Jefferson body/mind to enable such an effective
life?
TJ:
No.
RQ13: Was there a possible life path in which you were more permanently involved with Maria Cosway?
TJ:
Yes, but there are life path possibilities for almost anything that can be imagined or supposed.
This was not and is not material. The objectives of my life as a founder and political leader were not
created, influenced or affected by people not already well known in history as colleagues, adversaries or
participants in the events associated with Jefferson. Neither Cosway nor Hemings were material, among
others.
RQ14: Is there any validity to the allegations of your impregnating Sally Hemmings? Or is your
daughter's comment that you found yourself "the unwitting owner of a seraglio for the entertainment of
his male relatives" true?
TJ:
Yes, I did. No, I and it were not unwitting. It being the seraglio. I knew and understood.

RQ15: Have you reincarnated into a life chronologically after the Jefferson lifetime? If so, who were you
and where? And, did the Jefferson lifetime have any influence on your experience?
TJ:
No. I have not been a human on Earth since my passing in the 19th century. The role I filled was
significant and more than sufficient for the creation of a new nation, which has done well since. It would
be greedy, arrogant and ungenerous of me to occupy a place on Earth where another soul would benefit
much more.
RQ16: Is there anything you would like to have done differently which would affect us in the USA
today?
TJ:
Looking upon the development of the USA, I would have liked to include a provision in the
constitution limiting the size of government or total taxation, from the outset. This would have been a
limit on all taxes any authority might impose. I realize such provision could well have been overturned or
simply ignored, since its inclusion, but at least such thing in the nation's founding documents would set
the tone. I am reminded of the view I held and still do regarding the British, French and ourselves. The
British will follow the rules, the French will not and Americans only follow rules and laws they believe
fair and just. A limit on total taxation thus size of governments would have served liberty well. Better
than has been achieved.
RQ17: Is there anything you would like us living in the USA today to know about you, and anything you
can tell us which might benefit us or bring us greater understanding about our nation and place in the
world?
TJ:
No, there is nothing I need to discuss, either material and not already well known. I can write you
a book about the nation and place in the world as these things stand today, but I will summarize thus: the
assumption that rules, regulations, procedures and protocols are or should be followed, needs to be
questioned more. There is an unhealthy willingness to lazily follow procedure, courts, laws just because
these things are decided, written down and handed out as immutable.
I am not saying civil disobedience, I am saying think about the reasons a rule or law came to be and
should it or they continue.
Q:
TJ:

Mr. Jefferson, thank you.
You are welcome and it was a pleasure to be asked here. Good-bye.

